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Chapterr 6 

Conclusion n 

Databasee Management Systems are frameworks that traditionally have been used to 
facilitatee the design, construction and manipulation of large sets of primarily tabular 
data.. With the advent of XML, a new kind of data which is less structured and follows a 
lesss strict methodology has become ubiquitous. The goal of this thesis is to motivate the 
needd for incorporating the new paradigm into the database methodology by extending 
itt to accommodate data with a less rigid structure. 

Wee set out by giving an overview of XML and related technologies and standards 
likee schemaa definition and query languages. By just looking at the W3C standard rec-
ommendation,, XML is simply a syntactical way of describing how to combine text 
andd markup into structured documents. The many standardisation efforts, however, 
thatt have emerged around XML and build on it, make use of the markup in a way that 
closelyy resembles semantic modelling processes such as entity-relationship modelling. 
Thus,, XML content models, i.e., the tag hierarchies used or permissible in a docu-
ment,, in many applications resemble real world entities, which, in turn, makes them 
ann interesting target for query languages. Constraint definition languages like DTDs or 
XMLL Schema help to narrow down to range of permissible document structures and to 
gett closer to the systematic rigidity of data models as deployed in relational database 
managementt systems. These models in turn equip a user with more control over the 
semanticc integrity of the data used in an application, which then may even be enforced 
automaticallyy or semi-automatically. 

AA most important reason why it is interesting to look at where and how XML and 
databasee technology can benefit from each other is not only that there are parallels 
betweenn data-oriented XML documents and the table-based relational data model of 
DBMSs,, which suggests that there are a number of areas where both worlds can ben-
efitt from each other, but also a software engineering aspect. One very attractive and 
widespreadd application of XML technologies is to serve as a kind of glue between 
systemss to improve communication and reduce engineering effort since many standard 
dataa interchange tasks can be delegated to available software that complies with XML 
standards. . 

Thee high degree of freedom, however, that document designers enjoy when they 
conceivee document structures also brings about the downside that only very general 
semanticss can be assigned to syntactic elements. This becomes apparent when a se-
manticallyy rich data model like the relational data model is to used to model and store 
XMLL data. The characterisation of physical data breakdowns that has been presented 
madee clear that there are numerous possibilities each with its own advantages and con-
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straints;; Monet XML, the data model which underlies most of the research presented 
heree and has been discussed in detail, tries to retain the path semantics of the original 
documentt and clusters the database instance by them. To this end and to allow efficient 
transactionn processing, we assumed that object identifiers are only used to identify ob-
jectss and do not carry additional especially time-dependent semantics. It would have 
beenn possible, however, to have chosen to encode, for example, the rank of a node 
intoo its OID, which would have forced us to lock potentially large parts of a database 
whenn we want to update a document. Similar reasoning holds for other semantics 
likee type information; in practise, it is important to quantify the trade-offs and check 
withh other application requirements. Furthermore, we have seen that the data volume 
differentt mappings produce during query execution can greatly impact performance. 
Consequently,, the complexity of the mapping can have repercussions on the engineer-
ingg complexity of the query processor and optimiser. A related point is that not every 
mappingg can be bulkloaded on-line; for some strategies off-line preprocessing of, for 
example,, a DTD is necessary. 

Inn Chapter 3, we presented Monet XML, a data model for efficient processing of 
XMLL documents. The experiences we gathered in experiments show that storing and 
queryingg XML documents in binary decomposition is interesting and provides mani-
foldd opportunities for good retrieval performance since many practically important ob-
stacless that are inherent in semi-structured data disappear when a binary model is used 
too view the data. The experimental results obtained with a prototype implementation 
basedd on Monet underline the viability of the approach: the effort to reduce data vol-
umee by clustering binary associations quickly pays off as gains in efficiency. Overall, 
ourr approach combines the elegance of clear semantics with a highly efficient execution 
modell  by means of a simple and effective on-line mapping between XML documents 
andd relational schemata. In particular, it turned out that many algorithms can be formu-
latedd in an elegant and simple, and thus effective way on binary decompositions, since 
theyy need not find workarounds for problems related to the semi-structured nature of 
thee data but rather resolve mismatches on the schematic level. 

Beforee documents become available to a database's query language, they first have 
too be bulk loaded into the storage engine. As in many cases to follow, we presented 
aa bulk load algorithm that exploits the semantics encoded into the document tree-
structure;; this way, we were able to more than triple insertion performance over the 
straightforwardd naive algorithm. Additionally, we demonstrated the trade-off between 
navigationall  updates, which are characterised through random access patterns, and bulk 
updates,, which exploit the set-oriented storage of Monet XML data. 

Wee then set out to explore how regular path expressions, the feature that proba-
blyy most distinguishes XML processing from the standard relational algebra, can be 
evaluatedd on a relational engine. The strategy was to use the summary information that 
Monett XML automatically provides in a pre-processing step and to expand regular path 
expressionss to joins by removing wildcards and replacing them with the set of paths 
thatt they match; the summary information necessary to do this was gathered during the 
bulkk load. 

Thee meet operator, which was also presented in Chapter 4, is a tool to let users with-
outt domain knowledge query XML databases; this is done by exploiting the semantics 
thatt are encoded in the hierarchically nested tag structures that are the back-bone of 
XML'ss syntax. The key idea of the operator is to find the smallest enclosing context 
off  certain document and query dependent groups of nodes; this concept is reduced to a 
lowestt common ancestor search in the document tree. The experiments demonstrated 
thatt the meet can both return intuitive results and be implemented in an efficient manner 
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andd is therefore a useful addition to XML query engines. 
Ann extension to relational engines concluded Chapter 4. By adding the CHOOSE 

operatorr to a relational query processor, we let users extend the query optimiser with 
ruless that are not expressible in state-of-the-art commercially deployed constraint dec-
larationn languages. Although the operator is sensible not only in XML settings but in 
manyy application areas like Geographical Information Systems or On-Line Analytical 
Processing,, XML can especially benefit from it. Each one in the plethora of ways to 
physicallyy break down data comes with specific advantages, disadvantages and nat-
urallyy constraints that may be hard to declare to a query processor. The CHOOSE 
operatorr can help here to enlarge the optimiser's search space with promising alterna-
tives.. The focal feature of the operator is that it seamlessly integrates into the existing 
optimiserr infrastructure. 

Chapterr 5 focused on the performance of XML processors and on the big picture. 
Wee started out by looking at what determines the performance of XML databases in 
general:: the infrastructure around that database may be as important when an appli-
cationn is deployed as the database itself. A recurring point throughout this thesis was 
thee observation that one of the primary reasons for introducing XML was to chan-
nell  programmers' workflow by making data exchange both machine and programming 
languagee independent and thus more robust. Due to its wide use, XML also fosters 
standardisationn by encouraging programmers to make the data structures used in com-
municationn public. The task of an XML database in now to integrate smoothly into 
thiss all-XML framework; on the one hand, this is a software engineering challenge, 
onn the other hand, since the database management system usually is the component to 
copee with large amounts of data, performance is often mission critical. That is where 
thee XMark benchmark can help. It provides a document data base and a query set; 
togetherr they model typical query challenges and help users analyse the performance 
characteristicss of their XML processor. As well as challenging the query processor on 
whichh the benchmark is run with the XMark queries, users can at the same time do a 
requirementss check on the set-up and the embedding infrastructure. 

Concerningg future work, there are still plenty of research opportunities since XML 
supportt in Database Management Systems is still in its infancy. XML data models 
soo far have been concerned with storage and query processing issues; due to the lack 
off  a standard data model, the impact of physical data breakdown, which may bring 
aboutt intricate dependencies, on transaction processing, which is especially important 
inn Internet settings, has so far received only littl e attention. Equally important and an-
otherr natural research direction is to look at the exploration of opportunities of parallel 
processingg and efficient handling of multi-query workloads as found in typical interac-
tivee Web-based information systems, a domain where XML is particularly strong. We 
havee shown how to extend the relational algebra for XML processing; unfortunately, 
introducingg joins and unions may enlarge the optimiser's search space so much that the 
built-inn heuristics do not work well anymore. It may be worthwhile to look at the in-
teractionn between algebraic primitives and the search space to find ways to enable even 
complexx ad hoc queries, which may be problematic as our analysis of the benchmark 
resultss has shown. For even better support of novice users it may be fruitful to add 
document-dependentt heuristics to the meet operator, possibly combining ontological 
informationn with hierarchical semantics and probability modes to improve ranking and 
resultt presentation. In terms of the CHOOSE operator, it would be natural to extend the 
conceptt of non-deterministic choice not only to cost estimation but also to availabil-
ityy of resources, which is an important problem in network information systems; note 
howeverr that this would require support from a query execution engine since these 
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decisionss would have to be made while the query is being executed. Then, however 
itt would relieve the user of the burden of specifying which resource should be used 
duringg query execution and the query engine could choose from a set of different re-
sources.. As we have seen in some of our experiments, there is also the need for a 
general,, standardised methodology that allows conclusive performance analyses and 
facilitatess comparisons of different approaches. 


